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O. INTRODUCTION 

In this report the problem of estimation of structural parameters in the 

presence of noise is analysed using the maximnm likelihood principle. 

The basic ideas for the one-dimensional case are discussed in the first 

part of the present report (Jansen & Barrett 1977) 

The present part of the "eport deals with the multidimensional and systems

-case as well as the limiting case for an infinite number of observations. 

The most commonly used method for the experimental determination of functional 

relationships is that of least squares. For structural relations the principle 

of least squares must be changed into the principle of generalised least 

squares. It is shown in these reports how this principle follows from 

the use of a modified likelihood function. In the case of an infinite 

number of observations, the principle of least squares becomes the principle 

of mean square. The theory of the mean square principle is also discussed 

and shown how it can be extended to systems with dynamics. 



I. THE MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD SOLUTION USING STRUCTURAL PARAMETERS 

In this first section we will present the maximum likelihood solution 

of the problem of estimation of a multi-dimensional structural relation 

with Gaussian errors. The discussion will be similar to that given 

by Koopman (1937) which is one of the earliest and still one of the 

best treatments of the the problem. 

1.1 Maximum likelihood function in the multidimensional case. 

A multidimensional structural relation is a functional relation to be 

determined by observations. Attention is restricted to relations 

where rX. and X are vectors and l' is a scalar so I:X T .:: CO{ I .. · ", ex. IV) and 

XT=(X". ,X,,), 

The observed values are assumed to be related to the true values by 

T 
where c. = (e". . . '(;01) is an error of observation. The error covariance 

matrix 

is assumed known the probability density of the error being assumed to 

be Gaussian with density function 

pl,,) :: (lIlt) 



The problem is to estimate the structural parameters 01. Y ." from a 

sequence of observations xI .x
Z 

•••• '''N' The usual method of doing .:'. 

this requires also estimation of the true values XI.XZ •.••• xN which 

are called the "incidental parameters" of the problem. 

A conditional probability density is obtained by substituting E: = '1-.. Y.. 

into expression (1.1.4): 

The likelihood function for a single observation is now determined by 

:: 

On taking logarithms follows 

When maximising In L we must realize that o:'~= O. 

I.Z Conditions for the maximum of the likelihood function 

In section 1.1 the log-likelihood function was derived for a single 

observation. Using Lagrange multipliers ~ .• the corresponding likelihood 
1 

function to be maximised for n observations is 



to. 

I 

- "i L >-. lZX· - v') 
~ =," .. 

The unknown parameters here are the incidental parameters X., i = 
1 

the structural parameters ~ and Y , and the Lagrange multipliers 

2, •. . ,n Maximising F with respect to all of these leads to the 

necessary conditions 

01= :;. 1\-'(><.; _ X;) + }.."'=o =0 

"X-
, 1-::1,. 

, 
M. 

~ :0 => L ~. X· :.D , , 
001.. ~ = I 

IVI. 
de 

0 ~ L k :.0 = ,h , 
\.= 1 

~F oD ~ 
T .... X -,-,,,0 

'0 >-~ 

From (1.2.2) we obtain 

It.:1..IJ 

1,2, ... ,n 

}.., i = I, 
1 

following 

Multiplying (1.26) with ~T and substituting (1.25) we find for Ai 

A. -= -, 

From (1.2.4) and (1.2.6) follows: 

" .. X 



M "'" where x = 1. 2:. ,)t.. and 
~ i:."" 

X=~LX.· 
rn ;.:, '" 

From (1.2.3) and (1.2.4) follows 

"" ~ >-p<, _ 'i-) .. 0 
,,:: , 

For X. - X we can write 
1 

x. ,,)( = X· _ l< + ).., /\ 0( , , , 

-Combining (1.2.10).(1.2.9).(1.2.7) and the knowledge that ~a.ilX the 

solution equation is obtained: 

.... 
where S is the matrix .!. ~ <. ,,~_ it )(.,,~ _ i.)"I'" 

N\ \.':-\ 

The function F will have the value 

A non-zero solution of (1.2.11) for ~ is obtained only if 

with 

In general. N values of U satisfying condition (1.2.14) are obtained, 

<",:Lc~) 

say U(I).U(2) ••.•• U(N). 

required oc.. 

The smell est of these values corresponds to the 
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1.3 Use of the modified likelihood 'functiOn 'in 'the multidimensional case. 

As in section 1.1 our attention is again restricted to relations of the 

form 

the observed values of X being 

The probability density of the error e is assumed to be Gaussian and the 

covariance matrix of c is also assumed to be known. 

from (1.3.2) into (1.3.1) we find 

Now define ( by 

The probability density of { given ~ can be derived as 

By substituting X 

This density function (1.3.5) can be re8iadi4Jas a modified likelihood 

function. In the one-dimensional case it was introduced and studied in 

detail in the first part of these reports. It will be denoted by ~ 

(M for modified). Thus, for one observation, ~ is 

The log-likelihood function to be maximised for n observations is then 



It should be realized that maximisation of (1.3.7) is only useful 

for a fixed value of the variance l.l"",'1'l.. The lDaXilnisation problem 

can nOW be changed to a minimisation problem with a constraint: . 

u. = 

where S is again 

Introducing the Lagrange multiplier~, the problem is equivalent to 

the minimisation of the function G given by 

Differentiating G with respect to '" and 

l!l:.l"''')O< =0 

A non-zero solution for ~ requires 

.'i)(;. 
sett~ng - c 

Cloc.. 
o we obtain 

Solving this equation leads in general to N values of /'" say :J4I.I) , ,.-<2), 

•••. , ,..(N). The smallest value of these minimises U. Suppose r p ) is 

this smallest value: 

,. 
OClp') S O<lp) 

C1{P'l" ot.lp) 

Then, since (1. 3. II) will be satisfied for this value of r-, equation 

(1.3.10) can be solved for the parameter '" up to a constant multiple 

of this parameter. Since the problem has been stated in homogeneous 

coordinates with an extra degree of freedom (Le.JX.·\> instead of 

(C< /-J ) TX = I, the problem is in principle solveQ. 

<.' '612.) 



1.4 Transformation of·thelLkelihOod function. 

In this section the likelihood function for a multidimensional structural 

relation will be transformed in a similar way to that found in part I of 

these reports. The transformation, which uses the conjugate directions, 

shows the relation between the ordinary likelihood function and the 

modified likelihood function. 

Starting with the conditional probability density (1.1.5) we note that 

conditional probability is constant on the system of ellipses 

The gradient of the ellipse (1.4.1) is proportional to ~I (x - X) and 

the gradient of the linear re1iltion ;:X=V is propertional to 0<.. .The 

constant can therefore be determined so that one of the ellipses has 

(,.~. i) 

just one point in common with the 

this linear relation (see fig.l) 

linear relation, i.e. is tangential to 

Suppose that X is the point of contact. 

__ -':::>,~~--- .<'")(. a V 

The condition for tangency is 

where r is a factor which can be determined from the equation 

r"-



_'0_ 

Combining the last two expression, we find for 

Direct use of (1.4.5) leads to the decomposition of (.1'.)(, )T,,' (><._X) 

Using this in the expression (1.1.7) for In L we find that In L is 

T 2-
.., 'T "l :.) , ~><.-») =- c.aw>t _ .l (" _ '1..) 1\ lC.." --

:l .l. ;[ " 0(. 

where (1.4.5) and (1.4.9) have the constraint 'l)~Ol.Ty." 

So the conditional probability density function (1.IJ) can always be 

transformed into distributions along conjugate directions. Note that 

one direction is independent of X and the maximum likelihood solution 

for that direction is equivalent to the solution introduced in section 1.3. 

1.5 Graphical illustration of the maximum-likelihood solution. 

The maximum likelihood solution obtained by solving (1.2.11) is the same 

as the solution of the maximisation problem stated in (1.3.8) To analyse 

U, the ratio 04"TSOI./04."fA'" wec,-must realise that .,(S"'- as well as 0I."rArJ. are 

represented by multidimensional ellipsoids. 
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The surface ;:'1\01. = const. is represented by an ellipsoid in the ot-p1ane 

In figs. 2 - 6 , the quadratic .;" ... is presented in the two-dimensional case 

for different noise conditions. In fig.2 the covariance matrix is 

In this case ;" .... is represented by a circle. 

be determined so that.;zS 0< touches OLTI\QI.. 

-ponds to the required solution. 

( •. s. I) 

Two constants c) and C2 can 

The smallest constant corres-

As demonstrated in fig.2, C) is the smallest value so that the corresponding 

solution is line 1. Line m is the conjugate direction but it does not corres-

-oond with minimum U. 

the noise are 

~~ :? 

{'.<,~ .It 

~~ s 

~~ b 

In the following figures, the covariance-matrices of 

"0(0: o~ l. ~ 3.) 
o <r.1-

'l 

1\ «: ·'2) (1,.2» 

= Rf;'l. <r.'l. 
'l 

" t· :) l'<;·~) 

" .(: ;j (.s.s) 



_'2._ 

In these figures the solution line 1 is shown together with the corresponding 

noise-ellipse and ~S"'- ellipse. 

'I< 

",_pe...... 

~_s 

In figs. 5 and 6 it is shown that the absence of noise in one of the 

directions results in the normal least squares solution. 



1.6 Bivariate notation 

In some cases it is more suitable to use a bivawiate notation, for 

instance, in identifying a linear functional relation between two variables. 

It is obvious that the problem and solution will not change in this case 

but only the notation. 

by 

A relation of the form (1.11) will now be denoted 

where 

cJ.\:LbC.\, . 

Suppose that x and yare the observed values of X and Y respectively: 

where ({= It;.,,, .• EN) and 'IT =( '2', , .. , '2,,)are errors of observation. The 

known covariance matrix is now 

and the probability density of the error, also assumed to be known, is 

{I ,b ,!l,) 

Ct,," 3) 

~,,, .S) 

To obtain the maximum likelihood solution(or the modified maximum likeli

-hood solution which is the same) the procedure is again to minimise the 

following value of U under constraint. 



_1"'-

u.. = (I.b.b ') 

2. LIMIT-CASE SOLUTION FOR STRUCTURAL PARAMETERS. 

The maximum likelihood solution simplifies when the number of observations 

becomes infinite. The calculations will be carried out in the bivariate 

case; first, in section 2.1 the multidimensional structural relation will 

be discussed and in section 2.3 the solution extended to systems (with 

dynamics) 

2.1 Limit case for multi-dimensional structural relations 

Suppose that the values (X,Y) with )(T=lX." .. ·.,~>.Il and y"'=lY" ... ;r .. ) have 

a probability distribution independent of the observation errors 

Then 

the two terms on the right being independent. Consequently 

From (2.1.2) follows 



The equality only occurs if the parameters are the correct ones. 

Consequently there follows 

PRINCIPLE OF GENERALISED LEAST SQUARES (LIMIT CASE) 

The parameters ~,~ and V are the solution of the minimisation problem 

\ minimise E q ... TIl",r:'1·»tl with respect to ,,,-.(1),-,) 

1,. for ",'" f\ ... ... ':l. 04."" (!. ... i" ,.. : tbY<<a.1cv'*-
,,~ ~'l 'l'l 

t~., .. ) 

l:t.t'S) 

Minimisation with respect to ~, which is unconstrained, immediately gives 

(1' .b) 

Thus the solution has the form 

The solution (2.1.7) passes through (/". ,/"~ ), the mean value of the obser

-vations. This is also (f"'I.' I"v ), the mean value of the true "dues since 

the additive errors have zero meanS. Substituting)) into (2.1.4) gives 

(:t .•. II) 

where 



,\" ~ E [l"-~.)ll<-I-'"l!)'j 

R~~ = E [ (,,-,.. x'(~ - ~1J 

R~ :: E [l:1-I"-'l)llj-,..$"J 

are the covariance matrices of x and y. The minimisation problem for the 

determination of at and {1> becomes now: 

minimise ,,'" R
A

• oC. .. ~()(~ R,.~ p. ... (!>"'-R~f-> 

for constant o(~ /I. '" + 1 01..'" (\ (l'" (l"" ~ 
tot ~'l Z2'-

The solution of this problem is similar to that for a finite number of 

observations. 

An alternative form of the minimisation problem follows from 

e[ lo<"'" .. (!>T~ _y')~ :: 

e.[ L o<T fo .. ~ ':l ',,1J 
+ 

E [ l o-T X. +~ Yo ,,~~ 

~[loc.'Tfo" ~TtYJ 

l~.lq) 

('1,\, II) 

The equality holda only if ct. ~ and Y have the correct values. Minimisation 

with respect to ~ gives 

The unique minimum eigenvalue associated with the problem being 1. and 

must be determined from the equations 
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CO I 1-.) 

These equations are easily derived by taking moments from the original 

equation. If"" (!> ,-,) have their correct values then 

l!l..1. II» 

By taking mean values there follows 

Subtracting (2.1.17) from (2.1.16) gives 

Multiplying (2.1.18) by 

obtained. Multiplying 

equation (2.1.15) 

( x_r-.)T and taking moments, equation (2.1.14) is 
T 

(2.1.18) by (~_I"'~) and taking moments will lead to 

2.2 Determination of the order of the order of the structural relation in 

the limit case. 

So far, all investigations are carried out for a known number of ~, 

parameters. If the number of parameters is unknown, the following method 

can be used to determine the number of parameters involved; this requires 

determination of the dimension or order of the structural relation. If 

the order is correct then 

where 



If the order is too small then 

A non zero solution can only be determined by introducing a parameter q so 

that 

ll.l.'3) 

This results in a number (equalling the dimeusion of the chosen structural 

relation) of values of q. The smallest value of q (q'> 1 if mcorrect:order). 

is used to determine the ~orresponding parameters. By increasing the 

dimension of the structural relation, again the corresponding q's are deter-

-mined. If it is found that q = 1, the ~orrect dimension of the relation 

has been introduced. 

2.3 Systems case 

The system considered is 

x Ale) y 
Bl~) 

... ... Il 

t ~ , 

, 
" 

fig. 7 The system considered. 



The observed values at instant k are taken to be 

where X and Yare input and output variables with errors of observation 

t and 2 respectively. 

The system is assumed to have a rational transfer function 

l'l1.1) 

where z corresponds to the backward time-shift operator. The convention 

b
O 

= I will be made to normalize the values of the coefficients so that 

input and output will be related by 

This equation may be written in the recursive form: 

t.J 

= _ ~ ~ YlL .... ) 01-
.... : , 'I. 

On 'putting 

o(~ = l a.., _ . 0....,') 

(!>'T = -l ~., ,- -, '~tJ') 

ll3.") 



l~'3.Q) 

the input-output relation. becomes 

which corresponds with the bivariate notation introduced in section 1.6 

for ~ = 0 This last condition arises because it is customary to take 

input and output mean values to be zero which will be assumed here. 

The vectors for the observed input and output are defined as follows 

l'l. '3. It) 

and the vectors for input and output errors as 

L~ '3. I?» 

From (2.3.11),(2.3.12),(2.3.13) and (2.3.14) follows 



The problem now resembles the vector case previously considered in section 

2.1. A difficulty however arises because the vectors of errors ~(k) and 

~(k) are not uncorrelated for different values of k. even if £(k) and ~(k) 

are white noise processes. Consequently the maximum likelihood· method 

previously described fails to be directly applicable. 

The way of overcoming this difficulty usually adopted (due to Levin 1964) 

is to work with "independent data blocks" Le. to take the vectors 

( x(k), y(k» ••..••• ,( x(k+N-I),y(k+N-l» for k = O.N.2N ••••• which are 

uncorrelated if G(k) and Z(k) are white. This procedure is clearly not 

a satisfactory theoretical solution and wastes information. 

The correct theoretical sol~tion for a finite number of observations is not 

clear. However, for an_infinite number of observations, the theory of the 

limiting case carries over from the vector case already considered with very 

little modification. This theory will now be given. 

It is assumed that the input X has a probability distribution independent of 

observation noise. Then is written 

from which follows 

l'l'll& ) 

The minimisation principles resulting from this inequality have already been 

stated. 

Now 

It is only necessary to reinterpret these in the appropriate notation. 

l'l '!. .~o) 



where 

~ (I» ... 
R (0) 
•• 

R U) , . ' .' ." R LIJ) 
x~ ,,~ 

R. lo) . . • . . . . R IN_1) 
.~ ":l 

. 
R 'Lo) .R L-!-J) R l!-~) , . . ' . , 

"'i "':l ''j 
l'l.:b .!11) 

E [ ~l.f..l ~~,YJ = Q. lU) R~.,ll) .. .. . . . . R l~} 
~., ~~ 

Q. L'} '\'11o) • . . R l~-I) 
~~ ~~. 

\"L\;)} ,\~l\)-I) . . , . . ~lo) 

Also ll~ 'l!. ') 

where A ,~ ,~ ,are the similar matrices for the error processes. In 
<& ~'l. '1'1 

case of white nosie of noise powers N • N 
~ t 

A = ~ r l'l~'l"') 
~e t; 



The minimising principle is now 

GENERALISED LEAST SQUARES (LIMIT FORM) 

IV IV 

4- Z. L:. R l ~-~) -t. ... ts 
".u .. :u ':1'3 

for 

In the case of white noise (see (2.3.25) - (2.3.27»the condition (2.2.29) 

is 

In this case, the ratio form of the problem is to minimise 

+ .... 

The minimum value will be 1. As an eigenvalue problem, the parameters 

must be chosen to satisfy the equations 

I-l 

2:. R l . .''' .~) .(,~ = 
50 =u ~~ 

~ 

L:.. R l"'-o;){,~:: 
!, =0 !)':l 

'1...:.0, ... .,\..) 

These equation are easily obtained by correlation starting with the equation 



= lo... E:l-i.') .. .. .0.,., HLI.:») t l~. 2.l f..) ...... - 't \ ~ UUl) 

On thrDugn multiplying by x(k-r) and ytk-r) respectively and taking 

expected values, equation (2.2.32) and (2.2.33) are obtained. 

l!l ~. 3'1-) 

The minimising principle may also be expressed in terms of z - transforms. 

Let 

... 
-" 

%",,l e 1 = .:z:. I< t~) ~ 
l. _ .... A'" 

"'" Q. l~) r~ %~~l~) - L 
-i<~ _ ... '''a 

"" -l 
.~ lc) :: L R l..f..) ~ 

'3'11 ~~_... \l'a 

and the transforms 

Ale') :: 

Then by transformation, the minimisation problem becomes: 



minimise 

for 

:l.~. J \ Wt \ AL~) \1. ... 
J \'2\:\ 



3. CONCLUSIONS 

The first section of this report has shown that the results of the first 

report (Jansen & Barrett 1977) extend to multidimensional structural relations. 

In particular, the ideas introduced in that report of the modified likeli

-hood function and its application to the generalised least square principle 

extend without difficulty. The second section of this report has dealt with 

the limiting case of the theory as the number of observations tends to 

infinity. It has been shown that this leads to a simplified form of the 

theory which can be extended to apply to input-output systems of systems

analysis. This extension is useful because the maximum likelihood theory 

based on a finite number of observations fails to apply to such systems 

and at present only approximate methods of treating the problem (such as 

that of Levin 1964) are known. It will be the intention of future work 

to show the relation between these solutions and information measures. 
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